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MOBILITY

LA Networks

Technology Activated, People Focused

Mobility Solutions
WIRELESS DESIGN

Let our expert wireless engineers help you design a scalable, secure and resilient
wireless network while delivering impressive performance to enable seamless
communication and unparalleled work ﬂexibility. Whether you have the need
for a high-density deployment for your classroom environment, or you need a
hardened solution for your warehouse scanning and automation, LA Networks
has the experience to build you a wireless network that meets your needs from
the ground up.

PROFESSIONAL SITE-SURVEY

Performing a wireless site survey is the best way to ensure a proper wireless
deployment for your company. Our engineers use the latest technology and
software to perform active and passive wireless site surveys which culminate
in reports that detail wireless signal propagation, radio frequency interference,
neighboring wiﬁ access points, and the best locations for access point mounting.

WIRELESS SECURITY

Wireless security can be much more important to address than wired, due to
the ephemeral access to broadcasted wireless signals, and we oﬀer wireless
security assessments to review your conﬁgurations and oﬀer detailed reports
based on our ﬁndings. Even if your company does not allow wireless networking,
do you have a solution in place to prevent a “rogue access point” from being
surreptitiously connected to your network? LA Networks has solutions to
discover and prevent these types of threats to your network.

ABOUT
We help diﬀerent organizations of all shapes and sizes
understand, adapt, implement and evolve infrastructure
technologies in the areas of collaboration, data center,
mobility, networking and security.
Our diﬀerentiator is subtle, yet highly signiﬁcant. We
are an authentic, engineering-ﬁrst organization and stay
true to this identity. Technology excites and intrigues us
and we never stop working to master the latest
innovations from our key partner, Cisco.
Within greater Los Angeles, we are known as the go-to
partner for Cisco who has the experience and ability to
ﬂawlessly execute the most complex enterprise-class
solutions. We are a Cisco Gold partner, the pinnacle of
Cisco partner certiﬁcation.
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CLOUD WIRELESS

Are you thinking of managing your wireless solution from the cloud? If you want
to take advantage of the ease of use, manageability and performance of a cloud
powered wireless infrastructure then Meraki might be the right solution for you.
We have experts in deploying the latest Meraki cloud wireless solutions.

TROUBLESHOOTING & MANAGEMENT

A wireless deployment is only as good as having the ability to manage it properly.
Cisco Prime Infrastructure with Mobility Services Engine can drastically reduce
troubleshooting time and provide the kick needed to resolve wireless helpdesk
tickets in no time. Our engineers can provide a demo to introduce you to these
tools that should be in everyone’s wireless arsenal.
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